
The Port Meadow Bailey Bridge 

 

      

The Port Meadow Bailey bridge (aka Medley Bridge) is of WW2 vintage, named after its inventor 
Donald Bailey, and erected in its current position by the Royal Engineers in September 1947. It 
replaced an earlier wooden footbridge swept away by floods in March of that year – the great 
floods of 1947. 
 
What is a Bailey Bridge? 
 
“A temporary bridge of lattice steel designed for rapid assembly from prefabricated standard parts, 
used especially in military operations”. Alternatively, “a prefabricated bridge put together from 
interchangeable parts rather like Meccano, and which can be extended to almost any length or 
strengthened as required.”  
 
It was the last military bridge named after its designer. It was not the only bridge available to the 
Allies, but it was the most versatile, most prevalent, most popular, and most importantly, capable 
of being built very quickly. 
 
Impressive testimonials 
 
An army has to advance to win battles, therefore without a bridge to replace one destroyed, there 
could be no advance. Once the Allies went on the offensive in 1943, and faced wholesale tactical 
destruction of bridges and road culverts, the need for a rapidly erected bridge became critical – the 
Battle of the Demolitions! Fortunately the Bailey bridge was to hand. 
 
The Bailey bridge was described by General Eisenhower, Supreme Allied Commander, as “one 
of the three most important engineering and technological developments of WW2, along with radar 
and the heavy bomber.” Field Marshal Bernard Montgomery in 1947 said: “Bailey bridging made 
an immense contribution towards ending World War 2. As far as my own operations were 
concerned, with the Eighth Army in Italy and with the 21 Army Group in North West Europe, I could 
never have maintained the speed and tempo of forward movement without large supplies of Bailey 
bridging. Without the Bailey bridge, we should not have won the war. It was quite the best thing in 
that line that we ever had.” 
 
Newspapers from February 1944 were full of praise for the bridge, and after D Day reporting 
restrictions were relaxed. Donald Bailey was famous overnight. 

  
 
 



Development 
 
Donald Bailey worked as a civilian engineer designer at the Experimental Bridging Establishment 
in Christchurch, from 1928. He came up with the bridge concept, literally, on the back of an 
envelope in late 1940, when the realisation came after a failed bridge test, that existing designs 
were inadequate to take the weight of the new 40 ton Churchill heavy tanks - photo below centre. 
 
His design was officially supported in February 1941, subject to a full test being undertaken in 
May. After a huge design effort the test was very successful, taking a 90 ton loading. The bridge 
was in full mass production by July 1941 and with frontline units by December 1941 – a year from 
first concept to frontline use, a design speed unprecedented with military equipment. This was an 
indication of the flawless design but also excellent production and workforce planning. 
 
Construction 
 
The bridge was designed to be portable, easily transportable, flexible and easy to use. The main 
building block was the Bailey panel, 10 ft by 5 ft and weighing 570 lb, capable of being carried by 6 
soldiers as shown in photo below left.  
 

      
 
The bridge has only a few basic parts and was assembled using a hammer and various spanners. 
Panels were locked together using panel pins and formed the main structure or sides of the bridge. 
Steel girders then spanned across between the panels and were clamped into place in seconds. 
Cross bracing was pinned on beneath the bridge to provide extra rigidity. The roadway was formed 
using sturdy box grills laid between the girders, on top of which wooden planks were laid across 
the bridge, and clamped into place using wooden kerbs. See photo above right. End posts were 
then added to each corner that rest on bearing plates. Ramps could be added at either end if the 
ground level was below the roadway. 
 
The bridge could span unsupported gaps of up to 200 ft, or it could be floated easily across much 
wider “wet” gaps using 60 ft pontoons – see photo below right. Several wartime pontoon bridges 
were over 1,000 ft long, the longest was 4,008 ft. Extra load bearing strength was provided by 
simply bolting additional panels horizontally and vertically – a “single:single” light load bridge (a 
single panel width and high) like Port Meadow’s to a “triple:triple” heavy load capacity format. 
 
The bridges could typically be erected within a few hours, and in wartime often under fire. As the 
10 ft sections are built the bridge was gradually pushed out, or “launched”, across the gap on 
rollers. To address natural sag and avoiding the bridge tipping at its point of balance, the first few 
sections were built as a lightweight skeleton without all the girders and roadway. Standard bridge 
sections weighed around 2 tonnes and the skeleton sections 0.75 tonnes, allowing the standard 
bridge structure to act as a counterweight to avoid it tipping. Over wider gaps the front skeleton 
sections could be angled upwards to ensure the bridge connected to the far bank rollers as a result 
of sag. The skeleton sections were typically removed when the far bank was reached and the 
whole bridge then jacked down onto bearing plates. 



The Port Meadow bridge is a 100 ft (10 section) “single:single” bridge, normally capable of carrying 
light loads of up to 9 tons over 90 ft or heavier loads over shorter lengths. It has around 500 
individual parts and was erected in 1¾ hours by 50 engineers, watched on Sunday 7th September 
1947 by a crowd of thousands including the Mayor and Mayoress. The picture top right shows it 
being launched, with its raised launching nose to address a natural sag in the bridge of around 2 ft 
over 100 ft. Pre-formed foundations were utilised, and the bridge cost the City Council £1,000. 
 
Some statistics 
 
Over 5,000 bridges were built from late 1942 to the end of WW2. 2,850 of them in North Africa and 
Italy, 1,500 in North West Europe and 500+ in the Far East. Bridge manufacture utilised untapped 
unskilled labour, using 650 small firms. Women played a significant manufacturing role often 
working 12 to 18 hour shifts. Over half a million tons of bridging was manufactured, with up to 
25,000 panels a month at its peak, equating to over 700,000 panels made during the war. Of these 
only 140 were rejected for welding defects, a testament to high quality production, quality 
assurance and the dedication and motivation of the workforce, who knew they were making a vital 
contribution to the war effort. 
 

Donald Bailey 
 
Born in 1901, he retired in 1966 and died aged 84 in 1985. Donald Bailey, photo below left, had a 
son Richard from his first marriage and remarried in 1979 after his first wife died in 1971. He was a 
modest man with a scholarly air, and enjoyed golf, reading (particularly detective stories) and 
disliked people who appeared to know it all. He was awarded the OBE in 1943 and was Knighted 
in 1946, both awards in recognition of his Bailey bridge work. 
 
Bailey was the right man in the right place at the right time. He also had the right team and right 
production workforce – the dream combination. He took any opportunity to acknowledge the 
engineers who used “his” bridge and was very pleased that the soldiers liked it. While famous in 
1944/45, post war he became unknown very quickly. Who’s Who did not even mention his bridge.  
However, some aspects left a bitter taste. His application in 1941 for a patent, recognising his 
invention, failed after the war and was awarded to the Ministry of Supply instead in 1947. He then 
sought some financial reward in 1948, but his claim was rejected. Although he was eventually 
awarded £12,000 (about £380,000 in 2014) after a media outcry, unfortunately the taxman took 
£5,400 and most of the rest went in fees. The tax was subsequently refunded. 
 
Post war uses 
 
Wartime Bailey bridge components were utilised by the military and civilians for a variety of uses, 
the latter in the 1950’s including large construction projects in Canada, and a Skylark rocket 
launching tower in Australia. The bridges are ideal for disaster relief, such as following the 2004 
Indonesian tsunami, and of course flood damage relief as in Oxford in 1947 and numerous places 
worldwide. A new generation of “Bailey” modular bridges are still being manufactured, and it’s very 
telling that the Port Meadow bridge, a format designed for temporary use, still survives and 
provides good service today 70 years later. Donald Bailey gave to the Allied armies the finest 
military bridge in the world - when they really needed it. It made a huge contribution to ending 
WW2 and to disaster relief worldwide. 
 

            


